
Where Luxury Looks Meet Commercial Strength 
This exclusive luxury vinyl collection delivers the same high standards of any Cali Vinyl floor for a better 
value. Offered only to builders, designers, and architects, it’s the LVP for high-style spaces armed for  
stampede-level traffic. Made in our three most popular colors, this special forces flooring is made for  
domineering strength, faster installations, and 100% waterproofing.  Rugged to the bone, each plank is  
fortified by GeoCore™, a fortifying backbone of limestone composite for superior structural stability.  

Aged Hickory Vinyl Builder’s Choice

Available in 3 Colors

www.CaliBamboo.com

Aged Hickory Gray Ash Redefined Pine

BUILDER’S CHOICE



Gray Ash Vinyl Builder’s Choice

Leaner & Meaner
Designed with the large-scale commercial  
installer in mind, the strongest drop-lock system  
in the industry is also easier to snap together,  
meaning flooring can be laid in half the time. 

GeoCore: Bad to the Bone
This backbone of limestone composite delivers 
50% better dimensional stability, meaning no 
transition pieces or acclimation required, and 
improved telegraphing protection over uneven 
subfloors. 

Fear No Moisture
A more muscular construction translates to 100% 
waterproof flooring over any type of subfloor, and 
zero acclimation even in kitchens, bathrooms, and 
sub-grade installations.

Pros Only
This exclusive line is not available to the public 
and reserved only for industry professionals who 
demand the fastest installations and superior, 
commercial-grade durability.

Accessories

Grain HiFi Imaging

Plank Length 48 inches

Plank Width 7-1/8 inches

Plank Thickness 4.7mm

Wear Layer 0.5mm (20mil)

Attached Pad 1mm Antibacterial IXPE Pad

Sqft./Box 23.77 sqft.

Milling Click Lock (Rapid Locking System)

Construction 100% Waterproof GeoCore (SPC 
Composite)

Installation  
Method Floating, Glue Down

Sound Rating
(No Drop Ceil-
ing)

Test results pending

Sound Rating
(Drop Ceiling) Test results pending

Resin
Low Emitting VOC & Prop 65 
Compliant (VOC and Phthalate test 
results available upon request)

Warranty 50 Year Residential
15 Year Commercial

Fire Rating Class I Interior

Radiant Heat  
Compatible Yes (up to 850F)


